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Carton: 25/100
Item ID: P052-63C-7
EAN: 5060520953083
Size: mm
Weight: 0 g

Recommended price

699 SEK

Pipetto iPad 10.2" Metallic Origami Case with TPU Back - Rose gold
Elevate your iPad's style and protection with Pipetto’s 10.2" Metallic Origami Case. The unmatched
functionality combined with a sleek rose gold finish provides a premium experience, ensuring your iPad
remains safe and on-trend. Enjoy peace of mind with advanced features, embracing technology that
guards against everyday mishaps and an Origami design that offers unparalleled versatility.

Slim profile with robust protection
Versatile 5-in-1 foldable design
Certified Antibacterial materials
Enhanced battery life with sleep-wake function
Compatible with iPad 10.2-inch 8th (2020) & 7th (2019) Generation

Slim profile with robust protection
Our Metallic Origami Case epitomises a streamlined design that doesn’t compromise on safeguarding
your device. The shock-absorbent TPU shell with internal air pockets and a magnetic front cover meld
together to provide superior protection against bumps and drops.

Versatile 5-in-1 foldable design
The innovative Origami 5-in-1 folding style is a game-changer, offering various positions for every
need—optimal viewing and typing angles, a broad base for stability on soft surfaces, and even a portrait
position for convenient video calls.

Certified Antibacterial materials
Protect your health alongside your iPad with 100% Certified Antibacterial materials. Our case is
integrated with a powerful antimicrobial agent to stave off bacteria, ensuring a germ-free surface
without sacrificing the case's integrity over time.

Enhanced battery life with sleep-wake function
Preserve your iPad’s battery life with the smart auto sleep-wake functionality that activates when you
open or close the cover, granting you up to 20% extended use between charges. The convenience is
matched by the clean, wipeable surface, adding to your iPad's longevity.

Compatible with iPad 10.2-inch 8th (2020) & 7th (2019) Generation
Designed specifically for the iPad 10.2-inch models, this case assures a perfect fit for the 8th
Generation 2020 and the 7th Generation 2019 versions, guaranteeing seamless access to all ports and
functions.

Package includes

1x iPad 10.2" Metallic Origami Case with TPU Back - Rose Gold

Product specifications

Material: Shock absorbent TPU, Certified Antibacterial material
Design: Origami 5-in-1 folding design
Functionality: Auto sleep-wake feature, Multiple viewing and typing angles
Compatibility: iPad 10.2-inch 8th Gen (2020), iPad 10.2-inch 7th Gen (2019)
Colour: Rose Gold
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